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Scientiﬁc workﬂow execution often spans multiple self-managing administrative domains
to obtain speciﬁc processing capabilities. Existing (global) analysis techniques tend to
mandate every domain-speciﬁc application to unveil all private behaviors for scientiﬁc
collaboration. In practice, it is infeasible for a domain-speciﬁc application to disclose its
process details (as a private workﬂow fragment) for privacy or security reasons. Conse-
quently, it is a challenging endeavor to coordinate scientiﬁc workﬂows and its distributed
domain-speciﬁc applications. To address this problem, we propose a collaborative schedul-
ing approach that can deal with temporal dependencies between a scientiﬁc workﬂow
and a private workﬂow fragment. Under this collaborative scheduling approach, a private
workﬂow fragment could maintain the temporal consistency with a scientiﬁc workﬂow in
resource sharing and task enactments. Further, an evaluation is also presented to demon-
strate the proposed approach for coordinating multiple scientiﬁc workﬂow executions in a
concurrent environment.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Recently, scientiﬁc workﬂows are gaining more and more momentums due to their key role in e-science and cyber-
infrastructure applications. It is a new special type of workﬂow that often underlies many large-scale complex e-science
applications such as climate modelling, structural biology and chemistry, medical surgery or disaster recovery simulation
[1–3]. Moreover, in the past few years, some computing infrastructures, e.g., grid infrastructure, have been emerged for
accommodating powerful computing and resource sharing capabilities required by scientiﬁc workﬂows [4,5].
Compared with business workﬂows, scientiﬁc workﬂows have special features such as computation, data or transaction
intensity, less human interactions, and a larger number of activities [1]. As scientiﬁc workﬂows are typically data-centric
and dataﬂow-oriented “analysis pipelines” [1,6], scientists often need to “glue” together various cross-domain services such
as cross-organizational data management, analysis, simulation, and visualization services [7,8]. Accordingly, scientiﬁc work-
ﬂow applications frequently require collaborative patterns marked by multiple domain-speciﬁc applications from different
organizations. An engaged domain-speciﬁc application often contributes a deﬁnite local computing goal to global scientiﬁc
workﬂow execution. In their loose coupled application environment, goal-speciﬁc scientists typically are rather individu-
alistic and more likely to create their own “knowledge discovery workﬂow” by taking advantage of available services [1]
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scientiﬁc collaboration in form of service-oriented computing for achieving certain computing goals.
To facilitate service-oriented scientiﬁc workﬂow’s development and execution, cross-domain workﬂow modelling and
scheduling are key topics that currently cause more and more attentions [4,7,10,11]. For example, Yu and Buyya [10] pro-
vided a general taxonomy of scientiﬁc workﬂow, in which workﬂow design, workﬂow scheduling, fault tolerance, and data
movement are four key features associated with the development and execution of a scientiﬁc workﬂow management
system in grid environment. Furthermore, they believe that scientiﬁc workﬂow paradigm could greatly enhance scientiﬁc
collaboration through spanning multiple administrative domains to obtain speciﬁc processing capabilities. Here, scientiﬁc
collaborations are often navigated by data-dependency and temporal-dependency relations among goal-speciﬁc domain ap-
plications, in which a domain-speciﬁc application is often implemented as a local workﬂow fragment deployed inside a
self-managing organization for providing the demanded services in time.
In this situation, effective collaborative scheduling between a scientiﬁc workﬂow and engaged self-managing organiza-
tions may be greatly helpful for promoting the interactions of independent local applications with the higher-level global
application, through which coordinated executions could be readily available for computation- and data-rich scientiﬁc collab-
oration. For example, resource management in grid environment is typically subject to individual access, accounting, priority,
and security policies of the resource owner. Resource sharing is, necessarily, highly controlled, with resource providers and
consumers deﬁning clearly and carefully just what is shared, who is allowed to share, and the conditions under which
sharing occurs. The usage policy imposing on these resources is often enforced by a self-managing organization [9,12]. At
runtime, if a self-managing organization refuses to disclose its process details for privacy or security reasons, the resource
service process is often promoted by a resource-broker [13,14]. Besides, if a resource could not be shared by different re-
source users at the same time, executions of different scientiﬁc workﬂow around these resources should coordinate their
resource sharing in a compromising way. Otherwise, some conﬂicts would be occurred during the execution. Therefore,
cross-organizational scientiﬁc workﬂow execution, resource allocation, and compromising usage policy should be scheduled
in an incorporated way in a concurrent environment [7,15].
For example, a computing center is a typical self-managing organization that often bears up heavy computing loads
from numerous goal-speciﬁc applications. The scheduling of a computing center for satisfying its multi external service
requirements is a typical coordinative process between a scientiﬁc workﬂow and a self-managing organization. Resource
compromising usage policy is often recruited for coordinating its computational resource’s using processes engaged in
different scientiﬁc collaborations in a concurrent environment. Additionally, for a performance-driven scientiﬁc workﬂow
execution, it is a more complex situation that the collaborative scheduling process not only covers cross-organizational
resource sharing, but also covers task enactment deployed inside a self-managing organization [7,12].
Existing (global) analysis techniques often mandate every domain-speciﬁc application to unveil all individual behaviors
for scientiﬁc collaboration [16]. Unfortunately, such an analysis is infeasible when a domain-speciﬁc application refuses to
disclose its process details for privacy or security reasons [17,18]. Therefore, it is always a challenging endeavor to coordinate
a scientiﬁc workﬂow and its distributed domain-speciﬁc applications (private workﬂow fragments), especially when a local
workﬂow fragment is engaged in different scientiﬁc workﬂow executions in a concurrent environment.
In view of these observations, a collaborative scheduling approach is investigated. In this paper, for achieving coordinated
executions of a scientiﬁc workﬂow. Taking advantage of the collaborative scheduling strategy, a private workﬂow fragment
could maintain its temporal consistency with a scientiﬁc workﬂow in resource sharing and task enactments. Please note that
our method subscribes to relative time rather than absolute time in collaborative scheduling applications. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, the application context and temporal context of a cross-domain scientiﬁc workﬂow are
investigated. In Section 3, a temporal reasoning rule is put forward for collaboration scheduling application of a scientiﬁc
workﬂow. In Section 4, an evaluation is proposed for demonstrating our approach in coordinating multiple scientiﬁc work-
ﬂow executions in a concurrent environment. In Section 5, related works and comparison analysis are presented to evaluate
the feasibility of our proposal. Finally, the conclusions and our future work are presented in Section 6.
2. Context analyses of scientiﬁc workﬂow execution
As mentioned in [10], cross-organizational collaboration engaged in a scientiﬁc workﬂow often aims at obtaining speciﬁc
processing capabilities through spanning multiple administrative domains. Here, a domain-speciﬁc application engaged in
scientiﬁc collaboration is often uniquely associated with a local workﬂow fragment deployed in a self-managing organiza-
tion. In this paper, when a workﬂow fragment refuses to disclose some of its process details for privacy or security reasons,
it would be treated as a private workﬂow fragment of a self-managing organization. For a private workﬂow fragment, the
actions and resources hidden from a scientiﬁc workﬂow speciﬁcation and execution would be treated as silent actions and
silent resources.
Compared with the silent actions and silent resource, a self-managing organization only exposes its publicly accessible
port for its scientiﬁc collaboration. Therefore, a private goal-speciﬁc workﬂow fragment consists of a set of silent actions,
silent resources and some publicly accessible ports. It is essentially a gray box embedded in a scientiﬁc workﬂow. In scien-
tiﬁc workﬂow execution, it is wholly a functional unit for scientiﬁc collaboration, and is triggered by its publicly accessible
port for certain computing goals. In this paper, a publicly accessible port would be treated as an interaction interface be-
tween a scientiﬁc workﬂow and a self-managing organization.
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Fig. 2. Three private workﬂow fragments and a scientiﬁc workﬂow view by masking its silent context.
Fig. 1 demonstrates a scientiﬁc workﬂow and its application context associated with three self-managing organizations. In
Fig. 1, a scientiﬁc workﬂow consists of three tasks (i.e., Ti , T j , and Tk) and three resources (i.e., Ri , R j , and Rk). Ti , T j , and Tk
are respectively associated with three private workﬂow fragments (i.e., Pri-WF1, Pri-WF2, and Pri-WF3) for achieving certain
local computing goals. Pri-WF1, Pri-WF2, and Pri-WF3 are respectively deployed inside three self-managing organizations
(i.e., SM-Org-1, SM-Org-2, and SM-Org-3). Obviously, this scientiﬁc workﬂow is typically deployed in a cross-organizational
way.
For a scientiﬁc workﬂow speciﬁcation, it cannot cover the silent actions and silent resources contained in private frag-
ments, as they exclusively belong to self-managing organizations for certain privacy or security reasons. Fig. 2 illustrates
some private workﬂow views of Pri-WF1, Pri-WF2, and Pri-WF3, and a global scientiﬁc workﬂow view by masking the silent
actions and silent resources engaged in Pri-WF1, Pri-WF2, and Pri-WF3.
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demanded for navigating the global execution of a scientiﬁc workﬂow system. The local workﬂow engines are orchestrated
by the global scientiﬁc workﬂow engine in a collaborative way. Their executions hold a similar architecture scenario as
demonstrated in [19]. In [19], the referred scientiﬁc workﬂow architecture is very helpful for scientiﬁc workﬂow develop-
ment. In the architecture, some interfaces are speciﬁed for the interoperabilities between workﬂow engines. In this paper,
with a similar architecture scenario as presented in [19], we focus on investigating how to orchestrate the local workﬂow
engines with a global temporal constraint speciﬁed by the global workﬂow engine.
From Fig. 2, we could ﬁnd that Pri-WF1, Pri-WF2, and Pri-WF3 are respectively enacted by different self-managing orga-
nizations in isolated environments. The scientiﬁc workﬂow only covers their publicly accessible ports. As a private workﬂow
fragment often masks part of its own internal workﬂow speciﬁcation and its scheduling speciﬁcation, it is a challenging en-
deavor to coordinate the executions of a scientiﬁc workﬂow and a private workﬂow fragment at runtime for their scientiﬁc
collaboration. In view of this challenge, we will ﬁrstly discuss the temporal context of a scientiﬁc workﬂow for its runtime
scheduling.
As mentioned in [20], “scheduling deals with the assignment of jobs and activities to resources and time ranges in accor-
dance with relevant constraints and requirements.” For a scientiﬁc workﬂow, its scheduling application is always promoted
in a top–down way. For example, the scheduling tools such as Petri net, WF-net, or DAG [21–24] are typical associated with
a direction from source behaviors to sink behaviors. They are typical a downstream scheduling style for scheduling appli-
cation. In this scheduling style, the start time of the source behaviors is determined in advance, then succeeding activities
are scheduled according to certain workﬂow patterns (e.g., And-Split, Or-Split, And-Join, and Or-Join workﬂow pattern [25],
to name a few) and certain temporal-dependencies (e.g., Before, Meet, Overlap [26], etc.). Its scheduling application is un-
folded in the same direction with its practical execution direction. Here, we take advantage of a time axis t1 to indicate the
scheduling application of a scientiﬁc workﬂow.
For a private workﬂow fragment associated with a scientiﬁc workﬂow, its scheduling application is different from the
scientiﬁc workﬂow. As a private workﬂow fragment is always triggered by its publicly accessible port, although there are
certain source behaviors and sink behaviors in its model and its later concrete execution, the concrete temporal parameters
of its behaviors could not be scheduled independently. Its scheduling application is unfolded by two steps. At the ﬁrst stage,
according to its expected computing goal speciﬁed by a scientiﬁc collaboration, a private workﬂow fragment schedules its
workﬂow model and execution in an isolated application environment. At this scheduling stage, we take no consideration of
the temporal constraints of the publicly accessible ports speciﬁed by the scientiﬁc workﬂow scheduling speciﬁcation. Here,
we take advantage of a time axis t2 to indicate the scheduling application environment of a private workﬂow fragment. At
the second stage, taking advantage of the temporal constraints of the publicly accessible port, the temporal distributions
of the private workﬂow fragment indicated by time axis t2 are wholly mapped onto time axis t1 to keep the temporal
consistency with its publicly accessible port. Through time mapping, we can guarantee the temporal consistency between
executions of a private workﬂow fragment and a scientiﬁc workﬂow for their scientiﬁc collaboration.
The ﬁrst scheduling stage aims at specifying a private workﬂow fragment’s internal temporal dependencies among its
silent behaviors and publicly accessible ports without external temporal constraints. Its scheduling application is initiated
from a certain source point. It is unfolded in the same direction with the workﬂow fragment’s execution in practice. The
second scheduling stage aims at keeping the external temporal consistency with a scientiﬁc workﬂow execution for certain
scientiﬁc collaboration through temporal transferring from time axis t1 to time axis t2. Its temporal calculating process is
initiated by a publicly accessible port. It may be unfolded in a reversed direction compared with the workﬂow fragment’s
execution in practice. It is a typical hierarchical scheduling process. For example, in Fig. 1, publicly accessible ports of Ri
and Ti inside SM-Org-1 stand for a sink resource and a sink task of a private workﬂow fragment Pri-WF1. In this situation,
the scheduling application of Pri-WF1 depends on the expected start time of the scientiﬁc workﬂow. As the scheduling
application of Pri-WF1 is initiated by the scheduling result of the scientiﬁc workﬂow, their executions should be scheduled
in an incorporated way.
In this section, we investigate the application context and temporal context of a scientiﬁc workﬂow. In the next section,
we will focus on exploring a temporal reasoning rule which can coordinate the executions of a scientiﬁc workﬂow including
private workﬂow fragments.
3. A temporal reasoning rule for collaborative scheduling
Firstly, suppose that there is just one publicly accessible port contained in a private workﬂow fragment in a self-
managing organization. More complex situations would be investigated at the end of this section.
Deﬁnition 1. For a scientiﬁc workﬂow SWF, its expected executable duration could be speciﬁed by a time period of [SWF-
Estart, SWF-Eend], in which SWF-Estart and SWF-Eend respectively stand for SWF’s expected start time and expected end
time.
Deﬁnition 2. Suppose that there is a private workﬂow fragment Pri-WFi associated with a scientiﬁc workﬂow SWF. It has a
publicly accessible port Pi engaged in SWF’s execution. For Pi , its expected executable duration could be indicated by a time
period of [Pri-WFi-Ep-start,Pri-WFi-Ep-end], in which Pri-WFi-Ep-start and Pri-WFi-Ep-end respectively stand for P′i expected
start time and its expected end time.
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Fig. 4. Typical temporal parameters and their distributions for scheduling a private workﬂow fragment Pri-WFi .
Here, SWF-Estart, SWF-Eend,Pri-WFi-Ep-start, and Pri-WFi-Ep-end are speciﬁed by SWF’s scheduling speciﬁcation. Fig. 3
indicates this unique scheduling process of SWF with a time axis t1. Please note that the temporal parameters indicated by
time axis t1 are relative time rather than absolute time.
In practice, Pri-WFi is uniquely associated with SWF’s execution through Pi , in which SWF plays as a service consumer
and Pri-WFi plays as a service provider in their cross-domain scientiﬁc collaboration. In their service-driven scientiﬁc col-
laboration, as a service consumer, SWF should ﬁrstly specify its service requirement, in terms of what and when; then, as a
service consumer, Pri-WFi is scheduled for providing the demanded service, in time, in terms of how and when. Concretely,
Pri-WF′is execution aims at providing the demanded service based on SWF’s speciﬁcation in time. Once a service item is
determined in terms of what, required silent resources and silent task enactments could be deployed by a self-managing
organization for achieving the expected computing goal. It is associated with the ﬁrst scheduling stage as mentioned in
Section 2. To provide the demanded service in time, Pri-WF′is implementation should be scheduled in terms of when. It is
associated with the second scheduling stage as mentioned in Section 2.
Generally, for a goal-driven workﬂow execution, if there is no external temporal dependency with other workﬂow exe-
cutions, it could be scheduled based on its capacity and past experiences in a self-managing way with a special execution
goal [21].
Deﬁnition 3. For a private workﬂow fragment Pri-WFi that takes no external temporal dependency with other workﬂow
executions, its expected executable duration could be speciﬁed by a time period of [Pri-WFi-Estart,Pri-WFi-Eend], in which
Pri-WFi-Estart and Pri-WFi-Eend respectively stand for Pri-WF′is expected start time and its expected end time.
Fig. 4 demonstrates this unique scheduling process of Pri-WFi speciﬁed by time axis t2. Similarly, the temporal parame-
ters indicated by time axis t2 are also relative time rather than absolute time.
As Pri-WFi is uniquely associated with SWF through Pi , there are certain temporal dependencies between Pri-WFi
and SWF. To provide the required computing service in time, Pri-WFi should be active in a required duration based
on their temporal dependencies. Pri-WF′is start time should be deduced based on the temporal constraints of its pub-
licly accessible port speciﬁed by SWF’s speciﬁcation rather than determined independently. Here, suppose that associ-
ated with time axis t2, P′is expected start time and expected end time are respectively indicated by Pri-WFi-E
′
p-start and
Pri-WFi-E ′p-end. Here, Pri-WFi-E
′
p-start and Pri-WFi-E
′
p-end should be respectively equal to Pri-WFi-Ep-start and Pri-WFi-Ep-end
in terms of absolute time or in execution. To keep the temporal consistency between Pri-WFi and SWF, the time parameters
Pri-WFi-Estart,Pri-WFi-Eend,Pri-WFi-E ′p-start and Pri-WFi-E ′p-end indicated by t2 should be mapped to SWF’s time axis t1.
In view of this observation, a temporal transferring rule will be investigated in this section, for keeping temporal consis-
tency in cross-organizational scientiﬁc collaboration.
(1) For a scientiﬁc workﬂow SWF, as the time period of [SWF-Estart, SWF-Eend] covers the time period of [Pri-WFi-Ep-start,
Pri-WFi-Ep-end], i.e., [Pri-WFi-Ep-start,Pri-WFi-Ep-end] ⊆ [SWF-Estart, SWF-Eend], SWF-Estart should be determined ﬁrstly, then
Pri-WFi-Ep-start and Pri-WFi-Ep-end are determined according to the values of SWF-Estart and SWF’s internal temporal dis-
tributions. This temporal scheduling is formalized by a scheduling logic of SWF-Estart → [Pri-WFi-Ep-start,Pri-WFi-Ep-end]. It
indicates a top–down or a global-to-local temporal reasoning path for scheduling a scientiﬁc workﬂow.
(2) For a private workﬂow fragment Pri-WFi , although the time period of [Pri-WFi-Estart,Pri-WFi-Eend] covers the time
period of [Pri-WFi-E ′p-start,Pri-WFi-E ′p-end], i.e., [Pri-WFi-E
′
p-start,Pri-WFi-E
′
p-end] ⊆ [Pri-WFi-Estart,Pri-WFi-Eend], a different
temporal scheduling logic is held. More speciﬁcally, only after the values of Pri-WFi-E ′p-start and Pri-WFi-E ′p-end are achieved
based on the scheduling logic of SWF-Estart → [Pri-WFi-Ep-start,Pri-WFi-Ep-end],Pri-WFi-Estart and Pri-WFi-Eend could be
deduced based on the concrete values of Pri-WFi-E ′p-start,Pri-WFi-E ′ and Pri-WF′ internal temporal distributions. Here,p-end i
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Fig. 6. Temporal parameters and their distributions of a private workﬂow fragment example Pri-WFi associated with time axis t2.
Fig. 4 illustrates Pri-WF′is internal temporal distributions in a qualitative way. This temporal scheduling process could be
formalized by a scheduling logic of [Pri-WFi-E ′p-start,Pri-WFi-E ′p-end] → [Pri-WFi-Estart,Pri-WFi-Eend]. It indicates a bottom–
up or a local-to-global temporal reasoning path for scheduling a private workﬂow fragment in an incorporated scheduling
environment. It is different from the global-to-local temporal reasoning path.
Pri-WFi-E ′p-start and Pri-WFi-E ′p-end should be respectively equal to Pri-WFi-Ep-start and Pri-WFi-Ep-end in terms of abso-
lute time. Accordingly, the temporal association relation between SWF and WFi is speciﬁed by Deﬁnition 4.
Deﬁnition 4. The temporal dependency around a publicly accessible port between SWF and Pri-WFi could be formalized by
[SWF-Estart, SWF-Eend] → [Pri-WFi-Ep-start,Pri-WFi-Ep-end] → [Pri-WFi-Estart,Pri-WFi-Eend] for keeping temporal consistency
in cross-organizational scientiﬁc collaboration.
The scheduling algorithm speciﬁed by Deﬁnition 4 could be formulated as follows.
Here, the time complexity of the scheduling algorithm would be analyzed to evaluate the feasibility of our proposal.
Essentially, this scheduling algorithm speciﬁes a linear reasoning process. Let Set-P be a set of public accessible port, and let
|Set-P| = n. For this linear reasoning process, its time complexity is o(n). Compared to the related algorithms as presented
in [21–24] (e.g., Petri net), time complexity of our approach is degraded in a limited scope, which is helpful for receding
state explosion problem as mentioned in [27].
To validate our algorithm, an example is presented to demonstrate the temporal transferring process speciﬁed by
scheduling algorithm presented above.
Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the temporal distributions scheduled inside an SWF’s and a Pri-WF′is internal execution. These
two scheduled temporal distributions are respectively associated with time axes t1 and t2. More speciﬁcally, in Fig. 5, SWF-
Estart = 0, SWF-Eend = 10,Pri-WFi-Ep-start = 3, and Pri-WFi-Ep-end = 5; in Fig. 6, Pri-WFi-Estart = 0,Pri-WFi-Eend = 5,Pri-WFi-
E ′p-start = 2, and Pri-WFi-E ′ = 4.p-end
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dependent relation.
Here, a temporal association relation is taken into consideration between these two time axes. The incorporated temporal
scheduling environment should be speciﬁed by a united time axis. For brevity and without the loss of generality, the time
axis t1 would be selected as a united time axis of t . Here, some duration parameters associated with Pri-WFi are speciﬁed,
as below, for later temporal reasoning:
(1) the duration between Pri-WFi-Estart and Pri-WFi-E ′p-start is 2 time units, i.e., Pri-WFi−d1 = 2 time units;
(2) the duration between Pri-WFi-E ′p-start and Pri-WFi-E ′p-end is 2 time units, i.e., Pri-WFi−d2 = 2 time units; and
(3) the duration between Pri-WFi-E ′p-end and Pri-WFi-Eend is 1 time units, i.e., Pri-WFi−d3 = 1 time units.
According to these parameters, the time parameters of Pri-WFi could be re-speciﬁed, as below, in the united time axis t .
Fig. 7 illustrates the re-speciﬁed temporal parameters and their distributions in the united time axis t:
(1) Pri-WFi-E ′p-start = Pri-WFi-Ep-start = 3;
(2) Pri-WFi-E ′p-end = Pri-WFi-Ep-end = 5;
(3) Pri-WFi-Estart = Pri-WFi-Ep-start − Pri-WFi−d1 = 3− 2 = 1;
(4) Pri-WFi-Eend = Pri-WFi-Ep-end + Pri-WFi−d3 = 5+ 1 = 6.
In Fig. 7, Pri-WF′is start time (i.e., Pri-WFi-Estart = 1) as speciﬁed by time axis t is an ideal start time for producing the
required service item for SWF’s execution. Otherwise, Pri-WFi will occupy some additional time costs or cannot provide the
demanded service item in time. For example, if Pri-WFi starts at the zero time point in time axis t , i.e., Pri-WFi-Estart = 0,
as P′i expected start time is ﬁxed in SWF’s speciﬁcation, i.e., Pri-WFi-Ep-start = 3, and Pri-WFi-Ep-end = 5 could not be
changed, the duration between Pri-WFi-Estart and Pri-WFi-Ep-start is 3 time units, i.e., Pri-WFi−d1 = 3 time units. Obvi-
ously, it wastes 1 time unit compared to T j−d1’s original value (i.e., T j−d1 = 2) that we calculated previously. On the other
hand, if Pri-WFi starts at the 2nd time point in time axis t , i.e., Pri-WFi-Estart = 2, as the duration from Pri-WFi-Estart to
Pri-WFi-Ep-start is a ﬁxed value, according to their relative time distributions, Pri-WFi-Ep-start should be at the 4th time point,
i.e., Pri-WFi-Ep-start = 4, to meet Pri-WF′is workﬂow speciﬁcation. Obviously, it delays the service invocation for satisfying
Pri-WF’s execution.
This example demonstrates a real-time application for scientiﬁc collaboration. In practice, the execution of a scientiﬁc
workﬂow system may be a mixture of hard real-time applications and soft real-time applications. Generally, a system is said
to be real-time if the total correctness of an operation depends not only upon its logical correctness, but also upon the time
in which it is performed [28]. Moreover, in a hard or immediate real-time system, the completion of an operation after its
deadline is considered useless. On the other hand, a soft real-time system will tolerate such lateness and take the overhead
of context switching into consideration. Soft real-time systems are typically useful if there are some issues of concurrent
access that need to keep a number of connected systems up to date with changing situations.
To incorporate the soft real-time property into workﬂow scheduling application, a publicly accessible port should have
some typical attributes of Has-Earliest-Start-Time, Has-Latest-Start-Time, Has-Earliest-End-Time, and Has-Latest-End-Time
as speciﬁed in [20]. Moreover, a temporal-dependable service initiated by a publicly accessible port subscribes to Allen’s
[26] representation of standard time and relations between a private workﬂow fragment and a scientiﬁc workﬂow. These
temporal attributes are key temporal constraints for task enactment and resource allocation for scientiﬁc collaboration.
Here, some more complex situations would be investigated. Suppose that there is more than one publicly accessible port
contained in a self-managing organization. With this scenario in our mind, some complex situations are distinguished as
below.
(1) If the ports belong to a same private workﬂow fragment Pri-WFi , and Pri-WFi just engaged in a scientiﬁc collaboration
with a scientiﬁc workﬂow, its local temporal scheduling among its silent actions, silent resources and publicly accessible
ports just aims at providing the demanded service item in time. In this situation, there is no conﬂict in resource sharing
and task enactment, and it is easy to schedule a Pri-WFi in a self-managing way.
(2) If the ports belong to a same private workﬂow fragment Pri-WFi , and Pri-WFi is engaged in more than one scientiﬁc
workﬂow in a concurrent environment, its local temporal scheduling among its silent actions, silent resources and publicly
accessible ports should be coordinated with each other for satisfying different service items for different scientiﬁc workﬂows.
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It is required that Pri-WFi should compromise the service producing processes if there is a conﬂict in resource sharing and
task enactment.
(3) If the ports belong to different private workﬂow fragments, and there is no shared silent action or silent resource
for producing the service items among the private workﬂow fragments, the private workﬂow fragments could be scheduled
independently with each other, according to the temporal transferring rule proposed in this paper.
(4) If the ports belong to different private workﬂow fragments but there are some shared silent actions or silent re-
sources among the workﬂow fragments, the scheduling application of the workﬂow fragments should be promoted in an
incorporated way. In the following section, an evaluation would be presented to demonstrate this complex situation based
on the method presented in this section.
4. Evaluation
In this section, we will illustrate our approach using a complex example. Suppose there are two individual task-driven
scientiﬁc workﬂows SWF-1 and SWF-2. Moreover, a self-managing computing center C-Center is engaged in these two sci-
entiﬁc workﬂow executions in a concurrent application environment. The executions of SWF-1, SWF-2, and C-Center own
the soft real-time property. Fig. 8 illustrates the application context. To process the service requirement of SWF-1 (i.e.,
ServiceItem-1), C-Center will recruit a simulation and analysis program P1 and a super-computer SC that are managed by
C-Center. Similarly, to process the service requirement of SWF-2 (i.e., ServiceItem-2), C-Center will recruit a simulation and
analysis program P2 and the super-computer SC that are also managed by C-Center. Associated with these two different ser-
vice items, there are two private workﬂow fragments Pri-WF1 and Pri-WF2 that are deployed inside C-Center. They share
two publicly accessible ports of Tin and Tout for data input and data output. Fig. 9 illustrates these two private workﬂow
fragments. Here, the super-computer SC could not simultaneously execute two programs, i.e., SC could be only occupied by
one program at runtime. It is required that P1 and P2 be executed asynchronously.
Here, program P1, program P2 and super-computer SC are silent resources, and their allocations are enacted by C-
Center in a self-managing way. In practice, as the scheduling applications of SWF-1 and SWF-2 are promoted independently
with each other, they are not aware of the potential conﬂicts in their concurrent running environment. For example, a
conﬂict would occur if SWF-1 and SWF-2 initiate their scientiﬁc collaborations with C-Center at a same time period. By
incorporating the scheduling speciﬁcations of SWF-1 and SWF-2 into a united application, the C-Center could forecast if
there is a conﬂict or not in its resource invocation. If there is a conﬂict, it would coordinate the usage of the shared
resource in a compromising way between SWF-1 and SWF-2 or do some compensation for its service delay. In this situation,
SWF-1 and SWF-2 could be award in advance whether their service requirement could be satisﬁed in time or not in their
future executions. Furthermore, if one service requirement could not be satisﬁed in time, SWF-1 or SWF-2 could know in
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Table 1
Calculating process for T3’s active duration.
SWF-1 : S → T3 (associated with time axis t1)
Path1 S → T0 → T3 T3’s Has-Earliest-Start-Time T3’s Has-Latest-End-Time
1+ 3+ 4+ 0 = 8 3+ 9+ 3+ 5 = 20
Path2 S → T1 → T3 T3’s Has-Earliest-Start-Time T3’s Has-Latest-End-Time Conclusion: T3’s practical active
duration should be [8,20]0+ 2+ 2+ 0 = 4 3+ 5+ 2+ 5 = 15
Path3 S → T2 → T3 T3’s Has-Earliest-Start-Time T3’s Has-Latest-End-Time
0+ 3+ 3+ 2 = 8 1+ 7+ 4+ 5 = 17
advance how long it would be delayed according to C-Center’s coordination. It guarantees that coordinated executions could
be readily available in a computation- and data-rich concurrent environment for cross-domain scientiﬁc collaboration, which
greatly enhances C-Center’s QoS-related service capability. Otherwise, an exception would occur at runtime when a conﬂict
arises in a concurrent environment.
In Fig. 8, time axes t1 and t2 respectively indicate two individual scheduling applications of SWF-1 and SWF-2. Here, the
temporal speciﬁcations of SWF-1 and SWF-2 subscribe to Li’s [21] temporal deﬁnition in formalization, in which the temporal
speciﬁcation subscribes to relative time rather than absolute time in their scheduling applications. More speciﬁcally, (2,4)
on the edge from T2 and T3 speciﬁes the temporal dependency relation between activities T2 and T3 as an external time
constraint. It means that T3 just could start between 2 time units after T2 ends and 4 time units after T2 ends. They
essentially indicate T3’s Has-Earliest-Start-Time and Has-Latest-Start-Time associated with activity T2. T3’s (0,5)/3 speciﬁes
its internal time constraints, i.e., its deﬁned executable time span is [T1 + 0, T1 + 5] if it starts enabling at time T1; and its
execution duration is 3. T2’s internal time constraints can be interpreted similarly. If T2 completes its execution at time T0,
the start enabled time span of T3 is [T0 + 2, T0 + 4], and T3’s enabled time span is [T0 + 2, T0 + 4 + 3]. In a run-time
environment, because of the time constraint imposed by the enabled time span, T3’s actual executable time span will be
[T0 + 2,Min{T0 + 4 + 3, T1 + 5}], where T0 + 2  T1  T0 + 4. These temporal parameters associated with activity T2 or
T3 are essentially internal time constraints. With these internal time constraints, T3’s Has-Earliest-End-Time and Has-Latest-
End-Time properties could be deduced based on these external and internal time constraints.
Additionally, in Fig. 8, for SWF-1, the workﬂow pattern of T0, T1, and T2 is an AND-Split style initiated by S, and the
workﬂow pattern of T0, T1, and T2 is an AND-Join style for reaching T3; for SWF-2, the workﬂow pattern of T2′ , and T3′
is an AND-Split style initiated by T1′ , and the workﬂow pattern of T2′ , and T3′ is an AND-Join style for reaching T4′ . To
forecast if there is a conﬂict or not in resource invocation, C-Center’s self-managing resource allocation should be promoted
through coordinating the temporal speciﬁcation of SWF-1 and SWF-1 in an incorporated scheduling application.
From S to T3, there are three execution paths. According to the timing parameters indicated by the execution path from
S to T3 through T0, we could deduce that T3’s Has-Earliest-Start-Time is 8 and T3’s Has-Latest-End-Time is 20 speciﬁed
by time axis t1. It indicates that T3’s expected execution should be occurred during the time period of [8,20] associated
with this execution path. Similarly, associated with the execution path from S to T3 through T1, we could deduce that T3’s
expected execution should be occurred during the time period of [4,15]; associated with the execution path from S to T3
through T2, T3’s expected execution should be occurred during the time period of [8,17]. As the workﬂow pattern of T0,
T1, and T2 is an AND-Join style for reaching T3, T3’s practical active duration should be the time period of [8,20]. It also
indicates that the private workﬂow fragment Pri-WF1 should be executed during this time period. Table 1 demonstrates the
calculating process for T3’s active duration along different paths. According to same deducing rule, Table 2 demonstrates
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Calculating process for T4′ ’s active duration.
SWF-2 : S → T4′ (associated with time axis t2)
Path1 S′ → T1′ → T2′ → T4′ T4′ ’s Has-Earliest-Start-Time T4′ ’s Has-Latest-End-Time
0+ 2+ 2+ 1+ 4+ 2+ 0 = 11 4+ 5+ 3+ 8+ 3+ 8 = 31 Conclusion: T4′ ’s practical active
duration should be [12,31]Path2 S′ → T1′ → T3′ → T4′ T4′ ’s Has-Earliest-Start-Time T4′ ’s Has-Latest-End-Time
0+ 2+ 2+ 0+ 3+ 4+ 1 = 12 4+ 5+ 2+ 9+ 2+ 8 = 30
Fig. 10. T3’s and T4′ ’s practical active durations associated with their individual time axes t1 and t2.
Fig. 11. Temporal transferring result from time axis t2 to time axis t1 with an assumption that the origin of time axis t2 is equal to the 6th time point
indicated by time axis t1.
the calculating process for T4′ ’s active duration along different paths. Fig. 10 demonstrates T3’s and T4′ ’s practical active
durations respectively associated with time axes t1 and t2.
Fig. 10 demonstrates T3’ and T4′ ’s practical active durations in their individual time axes t1 and t2. As these deducing
processes subscribe to relative time rather than absolute time, we could not conclude that there would be a conﬂict around
SC’s invocation based on the overlapped time period. However, if we could map the time parameters indicated by t2 onto
t1 according to the temporal transferring rule as proposed in Section 3, we could deﬁnitely determine whether there is
a conﬂict or not around SC’s invocation. Furthermore, we could determine that during which time period there may be
a conﬂict according to the overlapped time period of the re-speciﬁed active durations. Fig. 11 demonstrates a temporal
transferring result from t2 to t1 with an assumption that the origin of t2 is equal to the 6th time point in t1. With this
precondition, the active duration indicated by t2 would be transferred into the time period of [18,37] indicated in t1.
According to the transferred temporal distribution, we could ﬁnd that during the time period of [18,20] there may be a
conﬂict in resource sharing between SWF-1 and SWF-2.
Once the overlapped duration is determined, C-Center could coordinate the usage of the shared resource in a compromis-
ing way between SWF-1 and SWF-2 or do some compensation for a delayed service. Furthermore, according to the delayed
time (i.e., 2 time units) and the relation between price and duration, C-Center could also deﬁnitely calculate the price cost
in compensating for SWF-2’s delayed execution. This QoS related computing process is referred to [23] for detail.
5. Related works and comparison analysis
The scheduling issue is very important for enhancing the scalability, autonomy, quality and performance of scientiﬁc
workﬂows [4,7,10,15,20,30]. For example, in [10], three major categories of scientiﬁc workﬂow scheduling architecture
are presented, i.e., centralized, hierarchical and decentralized scheduling schemes. In the centralized workﬂow enactment
environment, one central scheduler makes scheduling decision for all tasks engaged in future workﬂow execution. For hi-
erarchical scheduling, there is a central manager and multiple lower-level sub-workﬂow schedulers. This central manager
is responsible for controlling workﬂow execution and assigning sub-workﬂows to the lower-level schedulers. In contrast
with the centralized and hierarchical schemes, there are multiple schedulers without any central controller in decentralized
scheduling. A scheduler can communicate with others and schedules a sub-workﬂow to other schedulers with lower load.
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information about all tasks engaged in workﬂow execution. However, it is not scalable with respect to the number of
task and grid resource that are generally autonomous. The major advantage of using the hierarchical architecture is that
different scheduling policies can be deployed in the central manager and lower-level schedulers. However, the failure of the
central manager will result in entire system failure. Decentralized scheduling is more scalable but faces more challenges
to generate optimal solutions for overall workﬂow performance. The method presented in this paper falls into the third
scheme, i.e., decentralized scheduling scheme.
On the other hand, scientiﬁc research projects aim at effectively enhancing domain-across collaboration on Internet, there
is a compelling need of dedicated services to support collaborative scientiﬁc workﬂow execution [29]. QoS related evaluation
is a key issue in this kind of service-driven application paradigm. In [29], a SOA-based infrastructure for supporting scien-
tiﬁc collaboration is presented, in which QoS is an indispensable issue for scientiﬁc collaboration. In [31], trust-based robust
scheduling method is investigated for enhance the quality of scientiﬁc workﬂow execution. With this scenario, the tempo-
ral scheduling method presented in this paper provides an approach to guarantee qualify of collaboration from temporal
coordination perspective [23].
Compared with the related works [4,7,10,15,20,29–32], the main contributions of this paper are twofold.
First, as a typical application environment, grid is an eﬃcient infrastructure for scientiﬁc workﬂow development and
execution. In a general grid environment, scheduling of resource allocation is an important issue for cross-organizational
grid service invocation based on certain privacy and security usage policies [12–15,17]. Generally, it takes less consideration
of task scheduling application (i.e., private workﬂow fragment scheduling) enacted inside a self-managing organization for
achieving a grid service. In this paper, we incorporated the resource and task into a private workﬂow fragment scheduling
for satisfying a demanded service item. It enhances the QoS of a cross-organizational service invocation for a scientiﬁc
collaboration, through keeping the temporal consistency between a scientiﬁc workﬂow and the private workﬂow fragments.
Second, for a cross-organizational scientiﬁc collaboration, privacy and security issues are key factors that should be in-
corporated into concrete scheduling application. In technique, brokering strategy [13,14] or view techniques [16] have been
proved as eﬃcient approaches for dealing with this problem. In this paper, the collaboration scheduling is essentially pro-
moted based on workﬂow view technique, in which publicly accessible ports play as interaction view opening for scientiﬁc
workﬂow execution. Concretely, a scientiﬁc workﬂow imposes certain temporal constraints on the publicly accessible ports.
The silent resources and the silent tasks engaged in a private workﬂow fragment are scheduled based on these temporal
constraints of the publicly accessible ports. It guarantees that the scheduling application of a private workﬂow fragment is
closely navigated by a scientiﬁc workﬂow scheduling application. To our best knowledge, the workﬂow view technique is
mainly employed in cross-organizational business workﬂow for execution supervision. In this paper, we use this technique
for collaboration scheduling of a scientiﬁc workﬂow, which is a novel application of workﬂow view technique.
Please note that the temporal parameters in our scheduling application are relative time rather than absolute time. If
the temporal parameters are speciﬁed in form of absolute time, the evaluation presented in Section 4 would lose its general
effects in practice. It is a limitation of our method.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a collaborative scheduling approach is presented based on a temporal transferring rule enacted between
a scientiﬁc workﬂow and the distributed domain-speciﬁc applications deployed in several autonomous organizations. The
proposed approach aims at keeping the temporal consistency of a scientiﬁc collaboration in resource sharing and task
enactments. Through an evaluation, we also demonstrate the capability of our approach for promoting multiple scientiﬁc
workﬂow executions in a concurrent environment. This collaborative scheduling approach could also be helpful with QoS-
aware middleware development for cross-organizational scientiﬁc collaborations, which will be studied as a future research
topic.
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